About Us

BizAccTax Services Inc. is a federally registered accounting and taxation service firm. We
are a fully certified E-filer by CRA as well. Out service team has a strong academic and
practice background in accounting, taxation and finance. The founder of BizAaccTax
himself, addition to his bachelor degree of mathematics and master degree of
management, earned a bachelor degree of commerce from University of Windsor,
where he obtained a solid base of knowledge and skills in accounting, taxation and other
related areas via successfully finish the accredited accounting and taxation program and
obtained all the “51 Credits Hours”, which is required by the Public Accountants Council.
With senior level of experience in the industry, the founder started this business to
supply quality services. We commit ourselves to contribute to clients’ success via
minimizing clients’ tax liabilities and compliance costs.
We believe that there is no short-cut in mastering the complex Canadian taxes system
and other related laws and regulation systems, which are ever-changing & “growing”.
For instance, the federal Income Tax Act (ITA) is “growing” by around 70 pages annually.
We have been having a superior passion and capability to invest a lot of time and
resources (not just a few days of workshops in a vacation resort) in the research of these
cumbersome and complex systems and numerous DTC cases. For instance, the founder
achieved honors (a grade of 80% or higher) for national CGA examinations on Advanced
Personal and Corporate Taxation and on Advanced Corporate Finance, when only 60 per
cent of candidates could pass the passing line (a grade of 65%). We have been passing
the benefit of our superior capability of understanding the complex tax ruling system to
our clients via minimizing clients’ current and future tax liabilities and lowering their
related expenses while properly complying with the system.
As we are living in an age of specialization, most taxpayers need qualified professional’s
service to avoid unfair taxes and unnecessary compliance burden. Like most other
industries in our economy, the industry of accounting, bookkeeping and taxation
services, other than the auditing for public or listed corporations is not being regulated.
Businesses and individual persons can take the advantages of this non-regulation
situation and avoid its disadvantages as well, while having a basic understanding of the
Canadian taxes system and of the services industry in this area.
BizAccTax is specialized in accounting, payroll and taxation services to small and median
private corporations, NPOs and individuals. If your concerns are on income tax,
HST/GST, EI, CPP and other payroll expenses, and the compliance costs of related laws,
instead of on financial reports to public/outside shareholders and security regulator or
on managerial/cost accounting, BizAccTax is your non-regrettable choice. We are
passionate in applying our expertise in these areas to minimize our clients’ legal tax
liability and lower clients’ compliance costs, that is, to make all beneficial elections
under ITA and other related laws and regulations, to avoid double taxes, to claim all
entitled credits, and to avoid penalty and interest payments.

